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N e w s l e t t e r

message from the ceo

“Time really flies, and I can’t
believe that this month I am celebrating four years since I’ve joined
OPAL and I must say the years have
been quite challenging and present a very interesting highlight of
my career and life. As we are approaching the end of the year, next
month we will be summarizing our

tan Qaboos Sports Complex, aptly
celebrating Oman’s 48th National
Day in our own small way. In an
exciting culmination of the tournament, we saw some fall and some
rise, but in the process people enjoyed themselves. With the Sports
Events, we have finally taken OPAL
to the employees’ level. I would like
to use this opportunity to congratulate all participants and the winners and many thanks to the sponsors who were instrumental in our
ability to run such events. I believe,
and have no doubt that in the next
year’s tournaments we’ll see even
more companies and many more
of your employees competing in
the Sports Events.
The Month brought us so many
opportunities on various fronts. Let
me start with OPAL STAR which has
been awarded systems approval
from the Scottish Qualification Authority (SQA) for the OPAL HSE
apprenticeship Vocational Qualification. This award will enable
OPAL, for the first time in its history
to act as the awarding body for a
new Oman qualification and represents a major milestone in OPAL’s
journey and in particular in this
project to deliver a world leading
HSE Practitioner Apprenticeship
Program aligned to the sector requirement set down in the Oman
National Occupational Standards.
The framework and teaching material for all the 14 modules was put
together, by no other than by the
British Safety Council.
At the Seeb Vocational College,
preparations are well underway
to introduce the second cohort of
learners onto the OPAL managed
technical training programs. Building on the success of the first cohort
the program will offer 4 disciplines
(welding and Fabrication, Electrical
and Mechanical Maintenance and
Hard Facilities Maintenance). Over
half of the first cohort have now
be sponsored by Oil and Gas employers. However, we are still struggling to get employers to take their
pick of these trainees and I would

achievements, targets and taking
perspectives and learning for the
coming year.
The month behind us was pretty
much hectic and above all quite, I
might say, lively. The OPAL Sport’s
Events had an exciting finish with
the final football matches taking
part on 19th November in the Sul-
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encourage employers to pledge
sponsorship places to these learners who will eventually graduate to
an NVQ level 3. Further details on
how to get involved can be found at
www.oglearninghub.om.
The final sector engagement
event was carried out for the
launch of OPAL first competency
card scheme for Lifting Operations.
The scheme will be administered
through our network of approved
centers with the first three having
already been approved, more will
follow in 2019.
The end of November saw us
signing an MoU with International
Information Technology Co. LLC
whereas OPAL appoints the Institute to train up to 50 Candidates
in Data Analyst Programme as approved by MOMP and OPAL. One
of the main objectives of OPAL is
to identify, prepare and supervise
appropriate training programs
suitable for new trainees and existing employees alike employed by
companies engaged in the oil and
gas industry so as to improve their
skills, productivity and efficiency.
The program is funded by Daleel
Petroleum LLC and I’m expecting to
see more of such initiatives in the
upcoming days.
The month also had in its midst,
the Oman Energy Forum with the
main topic being Oman and its
venture into alternative energy and
the SPE Conference in Bahrain, in
which I participated in a forum that
talked about Human Capital Development and its future in the industry.
As I’ve mentioned before we are
already at the end of one exiting
year and as I may say it has become a tradition by the end of the
year to showcase your best practices. As we speak the 2nd edition
of the OPAL Oil & Gas Conference
and for the first time joined with Best
Practice Event is taking place from
2-4th December. You will be hearing
more on that in the forthcoming December issue. Until then...”



Musallam Al Mandhari
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WINNERS

Women

Women

1. Gerd Inger Brunborg
2. Suzette Cindy Suico
3. Annette Muller

Men

1. Ahmed al Amri
2. Abdullah al Farini
3. Abdullah al Ghasani

1. Marwa Elhag
2. Anna Weld
3. Sara Oakes

Master

1. Steven Ross
2. Simeon Gelacio
3. Hamed AlWadhahi

Junior

1. Omar Samir AlZadjali
2. Munther Abdullah AlHasani
3. Abdulaziz AlManthari

Winner:

Women

1. Marwa al Wadhahi
2. Gerd Inger Brunborg
3. Jamie Jackson

Men

1. Saleh al Saidi
2. Khalil Khamis
3. Stefan Klefasz

1. A'SHAWAMIKH
2. PDO

1. PDO
2. MB Holding
3. AL-Ghalbi International

Men

3. PDO
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Al Tasnim Enterprises LLC

1. ORPIC

Runner up:

2. GOLFOS

Best Batsman:

3. SPAM

Best Bowler:

The Oman Construction Co. LLC
Nandu (STS (A) 158 runs)
Glenson (Al Tasnim Ent. 11 wkts)

Man of the tournament:

Rajesh (MB Holding (A) 97 runs & 8 wkts)

find more on

OPALsocietyOman

www.opaloman.org
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MAN Energy Solutions & OHI open
new service workshop in Oman

PDO JOINS FORCES WITH BE’AH
TO CREATE 600 JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) is sponsoring the vocational training
of 600 young Omanis as part of its efforts to create more than 50,000
job opportunities in and outside the oil and gas industry between 20172019.
The Company signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with
Oman Environmental Service Holding Company S.A.O.C (Be’ah) to employ the trainees upon their successful completion of a theoretical and
practical training programme in the field of waste management, which
will last from six to nine months.
The trainees will be offered full-time jobs in a wide range of positions including waste collection supervisors, transfer station supervisors and operators, landfill operators, supervisors and managers, and waste management drivers. The batch of trainees will include 350 high school certificate
holders (grades 10-12) and 250 university degree holders.
PDO Managing Director Raoul Restucci, who signed the agreement with
Be’ah Chief Executive Officer Tariq Ali Al Amri, said: “PDO is pleased
to partner with Be’ah on this training programme which will provide hundreds of young Omanis with jobs in the important waste management
sector.
“As part of the concerted endeavour to conserve our environment, it is
imperative that Oman builds up its capability in the collection, transport,
treatment and disposal of waste.
“Those recruited will play a vital role as the Sultanate transitions to a
greener economy.”
Engineer Mr Al Amri said: “We, in Be’ah, are committed to develop the
waste management sector and we believe that people are the core of our
business.
“We are very honoured to partner with PDO in this unique initiative as
it will offer opportunities for Omani graduates to develop their skills and
knowledge in the waste management sector. This collaboration is one of
many between Be’ah and PDO that will enhance in-country value and
achieve wider economic diversification in the Sultanate.”
To apply for the above training-for-employment opportunity, please visit
the following link: https://www.igioman.com/swm/

The facility in Rusayl, situated South-West of Muscat (Oman), was inaugurated by His Excellence Salim bin Nasser Al Aufi, the Undersecretary
at the Ministry of Oil & Gas, Dr. Uwe Lauber, CEO of MAN Energy Solutions SE and Maqbool Hameed al Saleh, Chairman of OHI and Head of
leading companies from the Sultanate of Oman and abroad.
The new MAN PrimeServ one-stop workshop in Oman was built under
a Joint Venture between MAN Energy Solutions and its local agent OHI
Petroleum and Energy Services (OPES). The company’s activities cover
exploration for oil and gas, production of power and consumable water as well as related services to the several exploration and production
companies such as the major state oil company Petroleum Development
Oman (PDO).
One of the main goals of the local entity set up by MAN ES and OHI
is to offer privileged services to important customers like PDO, ORPIC
and others in the region. In addition to that, Oman benefits from good
transport and logistics links to the other five GCC states (Gulf Cooperation
Council), making it a strategically favorable location to cover the regions’
needs for repairs and refurbishments of critical rotating equipment.
“As the only Original Equipment Manufacturer with a state-of-the-art service workshop in Oman, MAN Energy Solutions sets a key milestone
within the oil & gas market,” explains Dr Uwe Lauber, CEO of MAN
Energy Solutions SE. “Together with OHI, we will use our renowned turbomachinery expertise and the larger capacities to increase our support
towards customers in the Middle East.”
During the inauguration, Maqbool Hameed al Saleh, Chairman of OHI,
stated: “In line with His Majesty’s vision and to support Oman’s oil & gas
sector, we are proud that this new workshop contributes significantly to
the In Country Value in terms of investment, value retainment and more
importantly in fostering training and employment objectives for the nationals. We see this joint venture as an enduring partnership, which will
contribute to the Sultanate and set a new benchmark in this service sector.
We are grateful for all the support we have received on this venture and
we look forward to serving our customers with excellence.”
The facility is equipped with the newest technology and machine tools
needed for manifold turbomachinery repairs. An essential feature is the
high-speed balancing machine, which has the capacity to test rotating
equipment weighing up to ca. five tons at speeds of up to ca. 20k rpm.
The capacity will be enhanced to handle 18 tons in the near future. Furthermore, the workshop has two low speed balancing machines and is set
to provide high quality and cost-effective turbomachinery inspection and
repair solutions to OEM standards.
The new facility is not just geared to the needs of MAN’s technology solutions, but also to the third-party segment of the GCC region. In addition to
compressors and steam turbines, the third-party segment includes related
equipment such as centrifugal pumps and gears. “For customers in the
third-party we offer speed, quality and flexibility,” says Mahesh Shownkani, Workshop Manager of MAN Energy
Solutions in Muscat. “We have already demonstrated our reliability in this
respect. In the space of just six months, we have carried out four demanding third party assignments to the complete satisfaction of our customers.”

Oman LNG received “Best Graduate
Recruitment Programme” Award
Oman LNG was recently
awarded Best Graduate
Recruitment Programme
at the Future Workplace
awards in Dubai. We
are delighted to receive
this recognition from our
peers. This award encourages us to continue
our efforts to spearhead
excellence to achieve:
THE BEST AT WE DO stated from the Oman
LNG Company.
Opal Newsletter
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We wouldn´t have
done it without you!
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GUtech Launches Five unique
member news
Master’s Programmes
Say Hello, Wave Goodbye Plant Safety
OPALsocietyOman

Petroleum Development Oman organized a competition which covered a
range of ICV Awards presented to Small and Medium Enterprises (SME’s),
Local Community Contractors (LCC’s), training institutes, Contractors , National
Objectives employers and other vendors in acknowledgement of various contributions made towards In-country Value. The award ceremony was focused
on recognizing Organisations who contribute towards creation of job opportunities, training & redeployment for Omani job seekers.
At this glorious ceremony hosted on Tuesday, 7th of August 2018, Seeh AlSarya Engineering LLC (SAS) was presented with the Best Contractor in Social
Investment Projects Award. The Chairman of SAS, Mr. Mohammed Said Bin
Rashid Al-Darai, & the Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Saif Said Rashid Al-Darai
were honored to receive the prestigious award from His Excellency Mr. Salim
Bin Nasser Al Aufi, Undersecretary of the Ministry of Oil & Gas and the PDO
Managing Director Mr. Raoul Restucci.
Seeh Al Sarya Engineering LLC, recognizes the fact that, as a community we
need to ensure the impact of social investment in our society & the country as
a whole by encouraging the youth at innovation & development, encouraging
new ideas and new enterprises, youth sports activities, etc.
Seeh Al Sarya Engineering LLC takes pride in receiving the award for its various contributions such as promoting entrepreneurship by guaranteed business,
its access to underdeveloped areas – Graded road, focused approach to the
tribal community, creation of jobs & business opportunities at remote areas, furnishing of educational institutions and assistance to children, providing support
to cancer associations and various other contributions.
We at SAS, feel honored to be recognized for the efforts towards the community and express our gratitude to the event organizers – PDO, for this opportunity
given.

Awareness Training by Douglas OHI

Douglas OHI recently trialled Say Hello, Wave Goodbye Plant Safety Awareness Training courses on projects in Sohar and Fahud. The sessions, which
take around 1 hour each to deliver, are aimed at raising hazard awareness
amongst those who work in close proximity to operated plant. The course
which is practical and hands on, is further supported by posters advocating
a 3-step method when approaching moving plant, pocket size cards in both
English and Hindi as well as information on specific items of plant found on
projects.
Peter Baker HSE Manager for Douglas OHI said “When asked most people
know that falls from height are the most common cause of fatality in the
construction arena, many however forget the danger posed at ground level
by moving plant and transport. My previous experience as a Plant Operator taught me well that this is a much-underestimated hazard. Our bespoke
training course, Say Hello, Wave Good Goodbye Plant Safety Awareness
Training, delivers a simple message that`s practical and hands on, and with
the supporting material this training should stick it needs to. Douglas OHI can
deliver this training quickly and efficiently and I would be happy to discuss
providing this with any interested employers who share my worries about the
issue and our passion for making sites safer”.
To find our more please email hsse@douglasohi.com.

Your Best Choice for a Better Future

Orpic-Oman Oil merge
Dr Mohammed bin Hamad al Rumhi, Minister of Oil and Gas, has
announced the merger of the board of directors of Oman Oil Company and Oman Oil Refineries and Industries (Orpic), according to
reports.
Al-Ramahi also announced appointment of Musab bin Abdullah al
Mahrouqi as the Group CEO who will officially take charge on
December 2 this year.
The first phase will focus on the integration and the preparation of
the merger plan, which is expected to be announced during the
second quarter of 2019.
The new integrated management team will supervise the work of the
two companies, including the management of the two companies,assets and employees.

The International College of Engineering and Management has gained an excellent regional

reputation and has introduced special rates to attract students from abroad. The academic
and professional standing in unique specialisations has made it a popular destination for
expatriate students for the range of qualifications as they guarantee them a promising career

in various sectors and major projects throughout the Gulf. Our graduates have one of the
highest levels of employment in their chosen fields in the Middle East and beyond.

Well Engineering

Fire Safety Engineering

Health, Safety & Environmental Management

+968 96949898

/

+968 97201551

/

Fire Safety Management
Facilities Management

+968 24512052

/

+968 24512047
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CHANGING YOUR HABITS FOR BETTER
HEALTH - aN ICEM Campaign
Lifestyle includes day to day behaviors and functions of individuals in job, activities, fun and diet. People follow different lifestyles in regards to being more active,
trying to cut back on less healthy foods, starting to eat better and performing
exercises. It is hard to change old habits. The change process involves several
stages and takes a while before it becomes new habits and could be challenged
with barriers along the way. If the change is adhered to for a while, the process
becomes part of life’s daily routine and will protect from serious health problems.
Closing the gap between rich and poor healthy habits to ensure that health is within reach of everyone requires substantial efforts, not doing more of what we have
done for years. The pace of scientific innovation continues to accelerate and we
learn about different advanced approaches in health. There are existing practices
we often assume that they are the right ones to follow but in fact they could be
fatal ones. These practices are related to drinking cold or hot drinks after meals,
consumption of caffeinated drinks, having coffees with all the extras, concepts of
heart attack, heart burn and consumption of antacids, and deprivation from food
with low exercise levels in order to reduce weight.
It is nice to have a glass of cold drink after a meal or when feeling thirsty. However, the cold water will solidify the oily substances that are just consumed. It will
slow down the digestion process. Once this ‘sludge’ reacts with the acid, it will
break down and be absorbed by the intestine faster than the solid food. It will line
the intestine. Very soon, this will turn into fats and lead to cancer on a long-term.
Therefore, it is advised to drink hot soup or warm water after a meal.
Consumption of caffeinated drinks boosts memory and improves concentration
and perhaps lowers the risks of diseases such as Alzheimer’s and liver cancer.
But an increasingly over caffeinated nations should be alarmed with being set
up for high blood pressure, high blood sugar, and decreased bone density, and
scleroses of nerves. With all the add-ons on the coffee, like whipped cream and
flavored syrup, it is more likely to be a dessert. This process will mass on hundreds
of extra calories, which turns it into unhealthy coffee.
Heart attack is the most common sign of heart danger. Not all heart problems
come with clear warning signs and it is not always easy to tell what is going on.
It is not always an alarming chest tightness followed by a fall to the floor. Some
heart symptoms do not even happen in the chest. Every person describes the
chest pain or feeling differently. Some people say it is like an elephant is sitting
on them. Others say it is like a pinching or burning. And some think that it is an
epigastric pain with nausea, indigestion, and stomach pain due to stomach upset
or gastritis, which is the most misleading expression to pain due to heart attack.
They try to consume antacid and delay seeking proper medical attention. It is possible to have an upset stomach for many reasons that have nothing to do with the

heart but one need to be aware that it can also happen during a heart attack. It is
possible to have a heart attack without chest pain, which is common in females.
Let us be careful and aware. The more we know the better chance of survival are.
One of the wrong health practices is related to weight reduction strategies by
depriving the body from food.
As the result of unhealthy life styles and the increased intake of high calorie foods,
the incidents of obesity increased. Consequently, attempts to decrease body
weight have concentrated on trying to reduce calorie intake to the extent of starvation from food intake. Despite that the initial problem is the increased calorie
intake, it does not mean that reducing it to zero intake but consciously counting
it. In fact, reducing calorie intake decreased the metabolic rate preserving the
calories within the body. So, starvation and deprivation of the body from food
intake is not eh best approach for weight-reduction. Decreasing calorie intake will
have a limited short-term influence. The balance between energy intake and burn
out through exercises is the right and healthy solution.
Making real changes to lifestyle is fantastic but how to make these changes is
crucial for better health. When deciding to make a change, track the progress to
help spotting the strengths, finding areas for improvement, and staying on course.
Recording the performance and achievement along with the feelings during the
process can play a role in making new habits stick and staying focused and
catching setback in meeting the goals. Setback does not mean failure at all.
Always remember that the aim is to have healthier life full of energy, joy and free
of diseases. When setback takes place, recall the reasons for making changes.
Decide to take the first step to get back on track. Friends and family members’
support is always required to give strength to fight the setbacks along with proper
planning ahead. After reaching a goal or milestone, allow for a proper reward
according to your goals. Pat yourself on the back when you overcome negative
thoughts sneak in.
Ahlam Al Raisi
Medical Affairs Expert
International College of Engineering and Management

PDO Celebrates 48th National Day

Hazardous Material Courses
Course Name

Duration

NFPA 472 Hazardous Material Awareness (IFSAC)

1 Week / 30 Hours

NFPA 472 Hazardous Material Operations (IFSAC)

1 Week / 30 Hours

NFPA 472 Hazardous Material Technician (IFSAC)

1 Week / 30 Hours

NFPA 472 Product Control & Personal Proactive Equipment (IFSAC)

1 Week / 30 Hours

Hazardous Material Incident Command (ICEM)

1 Week / 30 Hours

Gas Detector - (ICEM)

1 Day / 8 Hours

Safety & Storage in Chemical Labs - (ICEM)

2 Days / 16 Hours

Fuel Loading & Unloading Safety Area -(ICEM)

3 Days / 24 Hours

Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) - (ICEM)

Half Day / 6 Hours

Spill Prevention Course - (ICEM)

1 Week / 30 Hours

Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) today staged a series of events
in celebration of the 48th National Day, in which thousands of staff
and contractors took part in Muscat and the Interior.
A traditional band from Sur entertained employees at PDO’s Mina
Al Fahal headquarters with traditional music and dancing. There
was also a display of Omani artefacts and PDO staff children’s’ art
exhibition showcasing 48 drawings and paintings.
Treasury Analyst Sharifa Al Nabhani won a National Day videography competition, which was based around the theme of PDO’s
commitment to promoting Oman’s wealth, knowledge, culture and
heritage. There was also a poetry recital and speeches.

+968 24512069
+968 24512000

faris@icemoman.com
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member news

SEEH Al-SARYA ENGINEERING LLC
bags Best Contractor in Social
Investment Projects Award

Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Ministry of Education and Ministry of Higher
Education to sponsor the training of 50 more students from its concession
area as teachers so they can return to work in schools in their local towns
and villages.
The move comes as part of the Tawteen initiative which was launched two
years ago with the aim of reducing staff turnover and consolidating local
education systems in some of the more remote parts of the country.
It provides a five-year teacher scholarship and the total number of Tawteen
students sponsored by PDO now stands at 125, with another 243 funded
by the Ministry of Higher Education.
PDO Managing Director Raoul Restucci signed the MoU to further support the initiative with His Excellency Dr Abdullah Mohammed Al Sarmi,
the Undersecretary of the Ministry of Higher Education (MOHE), and His
Excellency Saud Salim Al Balushi, the Undersecretary of the Ministry of
Education.
H.E. Saud Al Balushi said: “The Tawteen scheme was launched during
the school year 2016/2017, aiming to train students from the concession
area to work as teachers in their local village schools.
“A number of these students have been accepted to study in Rustaq College of Education.
“The scheme has been well accepted by the students as a total of 368
males and females have joined so far.”
PDO also signed another MoU with H.E. Dr Abdullah Mohammed Al
Sarmi to support a further 165 students under its Community Scholarship
Programme (CSP).
This gives students from PDO’s concession area the freedom to choose any
undergraduate programme that suits their interests and provides a monthly
allowance to support them for five years up to Bachelor degree level.
H.E. Dr Abdullah Mohammed Al Sarmi said: “The Ministry of Higher
Education has co-operated with PDO since
the academic year
2014/2015.
“I am happy to thank
PDO for its continuous
efforts to support such
scholarships, and wish
all the accepted students will benefit from
these
opportunities
while doing their best.”

Petroleum Development Oman organized a competition which covered a range
of ICV Awards presented to Small and Medium Enterprises (SME’s), Local Community Contractors (LCC’s), training institutes, Contractors , National Objectives
employers and other vendors in acknowledgement of various contributions made
towards In-country Value. The award ceremony was focused on recognizing Organisations who contribute towards creation of job opportunities, training & redeployment for Omani job seekers. At this glorious ceremony hosted on Tuesday,
7th of August 2018, Seeh Al-Sarya Engineering LLC (SAS) was presented with
the Best Contractor in Social Investment Projects Award. The Chairman of SAS,
Mr. Mohammed Said Bin Rashid Al-Darai, & the Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Saif
Said Rashid Al-Darai were honored to receive the prestigious award from His
Excellency Mr. Salim Bin Nasser Al Aufi, Undersecretary of the Ministry of Oil &
Gas and the PDO Managing Director Mr. Raoul Restucci.
Seeh Al Sarya Engineering LLC, recognizes the fact that, as a community we
need to ensure the impact of social investment in our society & the country as a
whole by encouraging the youth at innovation & development, encouraging new
ideas and new enterprises, youth sports activities, etc. Seeh Al Sarya Engineering
LLC takes pride in receiving the award for its various contributions such as promoting entrepreneurship by guaranteed business, its access to underdeveloped
areas – Graded road, focused approach to the tribal community, creation of jobs
& business opportunities at remote areas, furnishing of educational institutions
and assistance to children, providing support to cancer associations and various
other contributions. We at SAS, feel honored to be recognized for the efforts
towards the community and express our gratitude to the event organizers – PDO,
for this opportunity given.
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WHAT ARE NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAMS

Apprenticeships are formal, paid, long-term training programs that provide valuable classroom/workshop instruction coupled with on-the-job learning and can last for a duration of 2 to 4 years.
OPAL National Apprenticeship Programs are designed against the new Oman National Occupation
Standard (ONOS). These standards have been developed by subject matter experts from the Oman Oil
and Gas industry and approved by Ministry of Manpower.
For More details on how to employ
an Apprentice contact:

training@opaloman.org
+968 24605700

www.opaloman.org

Welding and Fabrication
Engineering Maintenance

(Electrical / Mechanical / Instrumentation)

Hard Facilities Maintenance
HSE Practitioner
Mechanical Manufacturing
Opal Newsletter
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Benefits for Employers:
★ Meets Industry and international standards
★ OPAL support with Learner Risk Management
★ Counts towards Omanization
★ Stipend payments during the learning cycle
★ Reduced attrition rates
★ Motivated Learners
★ Fully supported On-Job-learning period
Benefits for Candidate:
★ Learn while you earn
★ Gain skills linked to employment
★ National and International qualifications
★ Hands-on training
★ Increased future earning potential

find more on
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Aims and Rational
● Raise the standards of competency in the field of Lifting and Moving loads
● Provide a tangible means for testing all personnel involved
with operating and managing the lifting and movement of loads
● Satisfy the MoMP’s mandate for Skills Testing
● Maintain a high level of quality control over the skills testing process
● Ensure that all operators in the field of lifting and moving loads meet the Oman NOS
● Ensure the requirements of the Stakeholders are met
with regards to accreditation and recognition for the process
● Issue secure competency cards that can be easily verified by client companies
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FOR MORE INFORMATION:

Star@opaloman.org
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Fees
Member*

Non-member

Road safety standard

Title

40

70

Camp standard

25

40

Heat stress standard

15

30

Package

70

110

* Shown values are covering only the costs of production.
With each purchase you will get digital copy on CD.

HRCP Modules
www.opaloman.org

Human Resource Certification
Programme Professional Level 1 & 2

For more information,
please contact us:

training@opaloman.org
+968 24605700
Opal Newsletter
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